VITAL SIGNS
SPROUT’S HONOR: When a Johns Hopkins study showed that a
broccoli sprout extract might ward off skin cancer, DMS’s Dr.
Michael Sporn, a pioneer in chemoprevention, was asked for his
opinion. “It’s very important work,” he told the Washington Post.
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Family physician Pat Glowa considers digging in the dirt “to be good therapy.”
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a conflict between doctoring and
gardening. In early spring, he
must rush home at noon to move
his seedlings out of the greenhouse so they don’t fry.
The Mogielnickis both find
gardening a perfect way to unwind. “I don’t think of weeding
[as] a chore—it’s a way to channel my aggression in a productive way,” he says. For her part,
she sees gardening as a “blend
between science and physical labor and art and other forms of
creativity and business and nutrition and mental health. Flowers make people happy.”
Dr. Patricia Glowa, a family
physician, states unequivocally,
“I consider gardening to be good
therapy. It’s wonderful to watch
things grow and develop.” Glowa grows both flowers and vegetables but does not regard herself as a compulsive gardener. “I
think of myself as a Darwinian
gardener. If [the plants] make it,
great. If they don’t, I’m not responsible.”
Love: Glowa began gardening
in Springfield, Vt., at age nine
when she discovered a volunteer
squash plant growing in the family’s compost pile. “It was mine. I
had to love it,” she recalls. Now
she grows a little of everything.
“If I let myself walk out the back
door, I won’t come back for half
an hour—or two.”
The one thing that Glowa
does not have—even though she
is one of the few physicians in
DHMC’s family medicine group
who still delivers babies—is a
cabbage patch.
And, she adds, “I don’t have
any storks’ nests either.”
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A reminder of the pace of change,
and of timeless truths, from the
Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital
1978 Annual Review:

“Good medical care is no
longer viewed as a luxury of
those who can afford it, but
as a service to be provided to
all who want it. Wide public
concern with the provision
of health care, a product of
that changing viewpoint,
has resulted in significant
responses on both the federal and state levels. These
responses are concerned
with the quality and cost of
health care and [its] accessibility and availability.”

$3.3 million
Uncompensated and
charitable care provided
by Hitchcock in 1978

$63.0 million
Uncompensated and
charitable care provided
by Hitchcock in 2007
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